Influence of orthotic devices prescribed using pressure data on lower extremity kinematics and pressures beneath the shoe during running.
Orthotic devices are frequently prescribed as a conservative treatment of lower extremity injury. The purpose of this study was to investigate the influence of orthotic devices prescribed using pressure data on lower extremity movement and loading patterns. Twenty-two subjects ran barefoot over a pressure plate for the prescription of orthotic devices. The influence of the prescribed orthoses on lower extremity kinematics and pressure beneath the shoe was assessed by collection of data for 10 running trials with a neutral shoe and 10 with the addition of the orthotic device. For each running trial, initial and peak angles were determined for rearfoot inversion-eversion, lower leg internal rotation, ankle dorsi-plantar flexion, knee flexion and rearfoot eversion velocity. In addition, the relative pressure on the lateral side to medial side of the shoe (pressure balance) was determined by dividing the foot into areas of medial and lateral heel and five metatarsals. Peak lateral and medial heel and foot balance were determined during early stance to indicate differences in balance during this phase. The orthotic devices resulted in a significant reduction in peak eversion and eversion velocity and a significant increase in the initial inversion angle (P<0.05). In addition, the peak ankle dorsi-flexion and initial dorsi-flexion angle were significantly increased (P<0.05). Consistent with the observed increase in initial inversion, the early pressure balance data revealed a significantly more lateral (less medial) concentration of pressure (P<0.05). It is concluded that the devices used in the present study have resulted in the production of shoe inserts that successfully lower peak eversion and eversion velocity by encouraging the foot to operate in a more inverted orientation throughout the initial stance phase of running. In addition, there is evidence that orthotic effects can be detected through the use of pressure data collected from beneath the shoe.